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Abstract—This poster paper presents a high-level description
of the Metalogue project that is developing a multi-modal
dialogue system that is able to implement interactive
behaviors that seem natural to users and is flexible enough to
exploit the full potential of multimodal interaction. We
provide an outline of the initial work undertaken to define a
an open architecture for the integrated Metalogue system.
This system includes components that are necessary for the
implementation of the processing stages for a variety of
application domains: initialization, training, information
gathering,
orchestration,
multimodality,
dialogue
management, speech recognition, speech synthesis and user
modelling.

and augmented environments through the use of embodied
conversational agents.
The Metalogue project is a new project that is being
funded by the European Union Framework 7 programme.
The goal of Metalogue is to produce a multimodal
dialogue system that is able to implement an interactive
behaviour that seems natural to users and is flexible
enough to exploit the full potential of multimodal
interaction. It will be achieved by understanding,
controlling and manipulating the system’s own and users’
cognitive processes. A new dialogue manager will be
developed that will incorporate a cognitive model based on
metacognitive skills that will enable planning and
deployment of appropriate dialogue strategies. The system
will be able to monitor both its own and users’ interactive
performance, reason about the dialogue progress, guess the
users’ knowledge and intentions, and thereby adapt and
regulate the dialogue behaviour over time.
The metacognitive capabilities of the Metalogue
system will be based on a state-of-the-art approach
incorporating multitasking and transfer of knowledge
among skills. The models will be implemented in ACT-R,
[5] providing a general framework of metacognitive skills.
Metalogue research focuses on educational and
coaching situations where negotiation skills play a key role
in the decision-making processes. Components and
algorithms will be developed, tested and integrated into a
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I.

INTRODUCTION

In today’s information society the use of multi-modal
natural language based dialogue can offer an attractive
human-machine interface within a range of different
environments, from smart houses through to work spaces.
Such interfaces offer a mode of interaction that has certain
similarities with natural human communication by using a
number of different input and output modalities that people
normally employ in communication (eg. speech, gesture,
facial expressions, pointing devices, etc). Some of these
interfaces can also incorporate multi-modality into virtual
978-1-4799-2947-4/14 $31.00 © 2014 IEEE
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multi-party interactions. In such settings, some modalities
may be exclusive to two communication partners (for
example, speech), but other participants can still interact in
parallel, for example, using gestures.
The system architecture is designed to be modalityagnostic as far as practical. Therefore, its aim is to provide
APIs that allow developers to connect new devices and
interpretation functionality for their sensor data. The only
requirement from the architecture is that the interpretation
of the sensor data provides results in a uniform
semantically enriched format that can be mapped to
DiaML [4] communicative acts.
The cognitive, learning and interaction models are
closely integrated and direct the operation of a dialogue
manager component. The dialogue manager acts over a
shared information state that incorporates and manipulates
information from all models. The dialogue manager is
plan-based and works on the level of sub-goals. These take
the form of tasks that are generated by the learning model
based on the current situational context and the progress of
the learning objectives. From this, the dialogue manager
devises intentions and character-specific goals for the
virtual characters and dynamically plans how the
intentions can be achieved by taking into account the
available interaction patterns and conditions or
requirements arising from the current situational context.
The result of the planning phase is a set of actions for
each virtual character. These actions are then rendered in a
virtual environment using a combination of generated
speech output and gestures, facial expressions and body
postures that can be performed by virtual characters in that
environment. The data, including user inputs and rendered
outputs, is available to all components in a semantically
enriched representation. This is necessary to enable the
processing of some interaction phenomena. For example, a
virtual character’s behaviour must be present and
accessible to the interpretation components if they are to
be able to resolve a subsequent user input that references
that behaviour, whether it is a linguistic reference (for
example, an elliptic expression), a deictic reference or a
reference of some other kind.
The system architecture is designed to allow
conversational interactions in real time and use processing
shortcuts where time-critical reactions are desired. For
example, if a spoken input is detected, immediate attention
feedback via gaze is generated by the virtual characters,
bypassing slower full semantic processing of the input.
This feature is very important in creating and preserving
the perception of immersion and responsiveness for the
user. In a further step, the system will feature incremental
processing, which is both a more natural and accurate way
of achieving such behaviour. Rather than waiting for a
complete utterance from the user (such as a sentence),
input (such as a word or gesture) is processed in real time,
updating system understanding as new information is
expressed.
The high-level layer will include an easy-to-use
JavaScript API that allows developers to create new
applications based on the system architecture. The
scripting mechanism and the way to insert data will be
simplified to allow its use by non-experts. The JavaScript
API will be supplemented by a graphical toolset that
allows users to create new dialogues and expand existing

prototype platform, which will provide learners with a rich
and interactive environment that will help to develop
metacognitive skills, support motivation, and stimulate
creativity and responsibility in the decision making and
argumentation process. The Metalogue system will
produce virtual agents capable of engaging in natural
interaction through combinations of English, German and
Greek, using gestures, mimicry and body language.
It will be deployed in two use-case scenarios: in social
educational contexts for training young entrepreneurs and
active citizens (Youth Parliament), and in a business
education context for training call-centre employees to
successfully handle their customers.
This poster presentation will present the initial work to
develop an innovative computational architecture for the
Metalogue systems, which is described in the next section.
In addition we will also provide a number of detailed
scenarios that will illustrate the intended applications for
the final system. We hope to use this as an opportunity to
gather feedback on the approach being taken which will be
used to refine the work of the project as we enter the
developmental and research phases.
II.

METALOGUE ARCHITECTURE

The envisaged overall architecture can be viewed as
three layers. The low level core layer comprises a system
architecture which supports several input and output
modalities, such as spoken natural language, facial
expressions, body posture and biosensor data, and is
designed to be modality-agnostic; a high level layer
providing a tool kit for developers (API) to create
applications; and finally a validation layer in which the
API to is employed to create an application that allows
user partners to validate the benefits of the project (see
figure 1 below).
The proposed architecture will follow the principles of
multi-modal dialogue architectures such as described in [1]
and will include the following components:
• Sensor specific input
• Interpretation (Modality specific analyses)
• Fusion
• Discourse and dialogue manager
• Metacognition
• Fission
• Generation
• Rendering (Text to speech, visual)
In addition, components may be associated with
knowledge bases such as common-sense ontologies and
domain-specific structured databases (see [2] and [3]).
Communication between the components will use common
standards, but the details of the transport mechanisms and
protocols will have yet to be defined.
The system architecture is manifested as the low-level
layer of the overall METALOGUE architecture. This will
include several modalities, such as spoken natural
language, facial expressions, body posture and biosensor
data. Where appropriate, these modalities are designed to
be symmetric: a modality available for user input will have
a counterpart for output. For example, the ability to use
facial recognition will be complemented by the generation
of facial expressions via virtual characters. This approach
allows for a natural interaction and is especially useful in
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envisaged that the interactive behaviors and naturalistic
multi-modal dialogue supported by the Metalogue system
will be an important component in the development of
future intelligent environment applications.

ones, although such a toolset cannot sensibly anticipate the
full range of possibilities that will be available on all
different target platforms and configurations. A
comprehensive graphical workbench would be a very large
undertaking beyond the scope of the project. Therefore, the
workflow for creating new use-cases will consist of
creating a high-level application skeleton with the toolset
and subsequently refining it using the API functions.
This layer of the architecture acts as an abstraction
feature for the low level core and hence depends heavily
on the design and implementation decisions for the core.
As a consequence, its development and further
specifications will start once the low level is mature
enough for this API to be relevant.
The validation layer will make use of the architecture
to create an application that allows user partners to validate
its benefits. The project is designed to go through several
incremental iterations that will be used to gradually
improve and refine the models for learning, interaction and
cognition, the underlying knowledge representation and
the general usability of the system. Thus, it is crucial that
demonstrator systems are deployed early and accessible to
public users. In this way, data from user interactions can be
collected and evaluated to gain insight with regard to any
shortcomings and provide suggestions for improvements
for the subsequent development cycles. To this end, the
validation layer will provide a means to record and collect
interaction data together with meta-data such as error rates,
task completion and measures of user satisfaction.
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Figure 1. Metalogue System Architecture
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